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Abstract

Here we show that in both low cost and premium services we need multi-process ERP.
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1. Theoretical Framework

Enterprise resources planning (ERP) system automates all the processes of an organization, and thus reduces effort put in strategy implementation and then managers can devote more time to strategy formulation. It was earlier believed that if DSS (decision support system in earlier days) and ERP (now) is successful if it had an impact on the organization’s performance. But now with many cases of ERP being abandoned by organizations and reverting to the old legacy system, this view is revised. It has led to the practice of ERP being implemented in ‘incremental’ manner. Another associated ethical issue frequently raised is that ERP is developed by software professionals who know very little of the business for which ERP is being developed.

In case of low uncertainty environment (here cost leadership strategy flourishes) single process ERPs are recommended; while in case of high uncertainty environment (here firms with differentiation/innovation strategy flourishes) multiprocess ERPs are recommended. It is widely known that the multi-process ERPs are very expensive.

ERP implementation is associated with power shift (use of power to force ERP implementation; and the current power structure is disturbed due to power getting shifted to IT/S dept); high specialization (due to the discipline of IT/S professionals being added); high centralization and high formalization and standardization.

(A1): In the product sector (typically in the manufacturing sector) single process ERP is needed for firms with cost leadership strategy and multi-process ERP is needed for firms with a differentiation strategy.

H1: In the service sector, a similar trend is required as outlined in (A1) above.

H2: In medical services sector, both in a low-cost and differentiation strategy hospitals (NOT the small and medium-sized hospitals) we need multi-process ERP (as both have zigzag workflow). If due to financial crunch single process ERP is used, then command and control can be given to the motivated staff that will make it operate as a multi-process ERP.
2. Conclusion

We have given the hypotheses on types of ERP implementations in the context of hospitals. We are undertaking an empirical investigation to verify the above propositions.
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